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Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy	used	for	>	50%	of	cancer	treatments	
•  “the	majority	of	our	radiotherapy	strategies	were	derived	
by	empirical	opSmizaSon	of	clinical	experience	performed	
with	inferior	technologies.”		Chapman	&	Nahum,	2015	

•  Development	of	new	technologies;	quanStaSve	
assessment	of	treatments	à	CollaboraSons	

•  ‘Retune’	treatments:		
•  Equally	good	or	be>er	treatment	outcomes	with	less	
normal	Sssue	trauma	

•  	Improve	“TherapeuSc	RaSo”	=	efficiency	of	tumour	
cell	kill	relaSve	to	normal	Sssue	complicaSons	
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Today

•  Brachytherapy	&	dose	calculaSons	approaches	

•  Advanced	model-based	dose	calculaSons:	 		
	paSent/treatment	model	à		calculaSon	

•  ApplicaSons	of	advanced	dose	calculaSons	for	
brachytherapy:	breast,	eye,	prostate	

•  Dose	differences		
•  Clinical	implicaSons,	outcomes	modelling	

•  Ongoing	and	future	research	
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Brachytherapy: ‘up close’ radiotherapy
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•  Goal:	deliver	high	doses	to	target;	
minimizing	dose	to	normal	Sssues	

•  EvaluaSon	of	radiaSon	doses	is	
criScal		

www.brachytherapy.com 
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Current clinical approach: TG-43
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DTG43(x,y,z)	=	Σ	D1,w(x,y,z)		

Sum	over	
all	seeds	

Dose	for	1	
seed	in	water	

PaSent	and	sources	 TG-43	formalism	

Formalism	developed	by	Task	Group	43	(TG-43)	of	the	
American	Associate	of	Physicists	in	Medicine	(AAPM)	



TG-43 is inaccurate
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DTG43(x,y,z)	=	Σ	D1,w(x,y,z)		

Sum	over	
all	seeds	

Dose	for	1	
seed	in	water	

PaSent	and	sources	 TG-43	formalism	

•  Effects	of	non-water	Sssues,	sources,	shielding	neglected	
•  Calculated	doses	inaccurate		

Beaulieu	et	al	(TG-186),	Med	Phys	39	(2012)	



If not TG-43, then what?
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Model-based	dose	calculaSon	algorithms	(MBDCAs)	
•  e.g.	Monte	Carlo	(MC)	simulaSons	
•  Clinical	adopSon	recommended	(AAPM/ESTRO/ABG	TG-186)	

PaSent	and	sources	 TG-43	formalism	

“TG-186”	Model-based	
dose	calculaSon:	detailed	
virtual	paSent	model,	
sources	



Monte Carlo (MC) dose calcula'ons

•  BrachyDose,	egs_brachy	
(Carleton	Laboratory	for	
Radiotherapy	Physics:	CLRP)	

•  SimulaSon	of	transport	of	
radiaSon	quanta	through	
ma>er	(EGSnrc)	

•  Flexible,	accurate,	&	fast:	
promising	tool	wide	range	
of	applicaSons	
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User manual for egs brachy1

A versatile and fast EGSnrc application for brachytherapy2
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103Pd breast implant 125I eye plaque

125I prostate implant Electronic brachytherapy
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Abstract
egs_brachy is a versatile and fast Monte Carlo (MC) code for brachytherapy 
applications. It is based on the EGSnrc code system, enabling simulation of 
photons and electrons. Complex geometries are modelled using the EGSnrc 
C++ class library and egs_brachy includes a library of geometry models 
for many brachytherapy sources, in addition to eye plaques and applicators. 
Several simulation efficiency enhancing features are implemented in the code. 
egs_brachy is benchmarked by comparing TG-43 source parameters of three 
source models to previously published values. 3D dose distributions calculated 
with egs_brachy are also compared to ones obtained with the BrachyDose 
code. Well-defined simulations are used to characterize the effectiveness of 
many efficiency improving techniques, both as an indication of the usefulness 
of each technique and to find optimal strategies. Efficiencies and calculation 
times are characterized through single source simulations and simulations of 
idealized and typical treatments using various efficiency improving techniques. 
In general, egs_brachy shows agreement within uncertainties with previously 
published TG-43 source parameter values. 3D dose distributions from  
egs_brachy and BrachyDose agree at the sub-percent level. Efficiencies 
vary with radionuclide and source type, number of sources, phantom media, 
and voxel size. The combined effects of efficiency-improving techniques in  
egs_brachy lead to short calculation times: simulations approximating 
prostate and breast permanent implant (both with (2 mm)3 voxels) and eye 
plaque (with (1 mm)3 voxels) treatments take between 13 and 39 s, on a single  
2.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 processor core, to achieve 2% average 
statistical uncertainty on doses within the PTV. egs_brachy will be released as 
free and open source software to the research community.

M J P Chamberland et al

egs_brachy: a versatile and fast Monte Carlo code for brachytherapy
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•  egs_brachy	to	be	released	as	free,	open	source	sonware	to	
research	community	(2017)	

•  Sub-30	s	calculaSon	Smes	on	a	single	CPU	for	clinical	scenarios	
(even	shorter	Smes	by	running	in	parallel)	



Overview: Pa'ent data à MC calcula'ons
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For	model-based	(MC)	dose	calculaSons,	need	model	of	
paSent	and	treatment:		How	to	develop	model?	



Overview: Pa'ent data à MC calcula'ons
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e.g.	125I	prostate	
brachytherapy	
post-implant	CT	
images,	physician	
contours	

Correct	
arSfacts	in	
CT	images	

Assign	
Sssues	

Virtual	paSent	model	
including	non-water	
Sssues:	use	in	MC	
calculaSons	

For	model-based	(MC)	dose	calculaSons,	need	model	of	
paSent	and	treatment:		How	to	develop	model?	
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CT ar'facts
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noise range in the CT images.

B
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Figure 3.2: (a-e) Cropped slices of the homogeneous brachytherapy phantom and (f-j)
axial slices of a prostate patient, illustrating the (a,f) uncorrected, (b,g) STR, (c,h)
median filter, (d,i) virtual sinogram and (e,j) raw sinogram CT images. Line profiles
used in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 are shown in panels (a) and (f). Images use a window
level of 150 HU and width of 700 HU to emphasise artifacts and calcifications.

33

ArSfacts:	bright	
spots	larger	
than	seed	
dimensions,	
streaks.	



CT ar'facts: mi'gate
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•  Use	Metallic	ArSfact	ReducSon	(MAR)	technique*	
•  Bright	spot	arSfacts	are	eliminated	
•  Retain	important	anatomical	features	

*Miksys	et	al.	Phys	Med	Biol	2015;60:6039-6062.		
	

MAR	



Overview: Pa'ent data à MC calcula'ons
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Correct	
arSfacts	in	
CT	images	

Assign	
Sssues	

Virtual	paSent	model	
including	non-water	
Sssues:	use	in	MC	
calculaSons	

✔	

e.g.	125I	prostate	
brachytherapy	
post-implant	CT	
images,	physician	
contours	

For	model-based	(MC)	dose	calculaSons,	need	model	of	
paSent	and	treatment:		How	to	develop	model?	



Assign 'ssues

•  Assign	mass	density	to	each	voxel:		CT	
number	à	density	calibraSon	curve	

17	

number boundary between each tissue is the midway point between the theoretical

mass density of each homogeneous mixture based on the nominal densities of prostate

and calcification (1.04 g/cm3 and 3.06g/cm3, respectively). The “PC-5%” model is

based on the same idea as PC-20%, however, it uses a finer grid of 5% homogeneous

mixed prostate and calcification increments.

For dose calculations within the agar phantom, the aforementioned (prostate)

tissue assignment schemes are modified by replacing all prostate, mean male and cor-

tical bone tissues with the composition of agarose gel, and the mixed prostate and

calcification tissues with their equivalent mass fraction compositions of agarose gel

mixed with calcification. The CT number boundaries between the mixed agar and

calcification tissues are the same as in the “PC-5%” and “PC-20%” schemes (Table

3.1) since the observed mean CT number of the agar in the phantom (31 HU) matches

the nominal density of prostate tissue (1.04 g/cm3). A 6 cm x 6 cm x 4 cm box en-

compassing all the seeds is used as the CTV for tissue assignment and calculation of

dose metrics.

Table 3.2: CT number to mass density calibration for the CT scanner used to acquire
the images.

CT number (HU) mass density (g/cm3)
-832 0.217
-522.8 0.508
-74.2 0.967
-34.7 0.99
6.2 1.018
47.8 1.061
56.5 1.071
244.2 1.159
999 1.575

31
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•  Use	physician-drawn	contours	and	
Sssue	assignment	scheme	to	assign	
elemental	composiSon	to	each	voxel	

(available online at www.redjournal.org) and is determined
experimentally for the clinical CT scanner during routine
quality assurance. Simulated tissue elemental compositions
are provided in Table E2 (available online at www.
redjournal.org).

For these patient-specific MCref models, a voxel’s mass
density and tissue type are assigned by CT number and voxel
location relative to contours. For example, a voxel within the
target contour with a CT number corresponding to 1.07 g/
cm3 will be assigned to prostate (with a mass density of
1.07 g/cm3), because its density is <1.14 g/cm3 (a threshold
determined as 3 standard deviations from the observed mean
target volume CT number). Furthermore, a target-volume
voxel with CT number corresponding to a mass density of
2 g/cm3 will be assigned that mass density (rather than the
nominal calcification density of 3.06 g/cm3) and mapped to
the elemental composition of calcification(breast).

In addition to prostate and calcification, an artificial
homogeneous mixed 50% prostate and 50% calcification

tissue (50P50C) is modelled in the target to account
for voxels that might represent both calcification
and prostate tissue or contain microcalcifications
embedded in the prostate tissue. Calcification tissue is
represented by a composition derived from the breast
[calcification(breast) (17)], which is the TG-186 (1)
recommendation until a more accurate composition is
known. The mass density boundary between 50P50C and
calcification(breast) is determined as the median value in
a combined histogram of contoured calcification CT
numbers from 30 patients.

For internal consistency, the MCref dose distribution for
each patient was compared to dose distributions computed
with a MC-simulated TG-43 model (TG43sim) that assigns
all voxels to water with mass density 0.998 g/cm3 and omits
ISA. Our MC TG43sim model and commercial TPS TG-43
dose calculations generally agree within 2%, with differ-
ences primarily due to the assumed dose rate constant and
source geometry approximations.

Table 1 Tissue assignment schemes for the reference MC model, MCref, and the alternate MC models, MCalt, for the sensitivity
analysis

Reference MC model MCref

Region Tissue Mass density range

Target Prostate (18) !1.14 g/cm3

50P50C 1.14-1.27 g/cm3

Calcification(breast) >1.27 g/cm3

Urethra Prostate All
Rectum Rectum (19) All
Bladder Urinary bladder(empty) (18) All
Remainder Mean male soft tissue (17) !1.14 g/cm3

Cortical bone (18) >1.14 g/cm3

MCalt Difference from MCref model

Sensitivity analysis: alternate organ-at-risk tissues
U1 All urethra voxels as muscle (18)
U2 All urethra voxels as mean male soft tissue
R1 All rectum voxels as muscle
R2 All rectum voxels as gastrointestinal tract (17, 18)
B1 All bladder voxels as urinary bladder (full) (18)
B2 All bladder voxels as urine (18)

Sensitivity analysis: alternate calcification modelling approach
P All target voxels as prostate
PC All target voxels as prostate or calcification(breast);

delineated by 1.14 g/cm3

PCC All target voxels as prostate, except for those in calcification
contour as calcification(breast)

Mix All target voxels as prostate, mixed 20% increment prostate/
calcification tissue or calcification(breast); delineated by
1.10, 1.23, 1.41, 1.65, 1.99 g/cm3

MCalt Difference from PC model

Sensitivity analysis: alternate calcification composition
PC 1-4 All target voxels as prostate or calcification 1-4 (15); delineated by 1.14 g/cm3

Elemental composition, mass energy absorption coefficient, and effective atomic number for simulated tissues are shown in Figure E1 and listed in
Table E2 (available online at www.redjournal.org).

Miksys et al. International Journal of Radiation Oncology " Biology " Physics608
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Miksys et al. International Journal of Radiation Oncology " Biology " Physics608

Tissue	elemental	composiSons	are	quite	uncertain!	
•  One	or	a	few	samples,	>	30	years	ago	
•  VariaSons	over	populaSon	
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Correct	
arSfacts	in	
CT	images	

Assign	
Sssues	

Virtual	paSent	model	
including	non-water	
Sssues:	use	in	MC	
calculaSons	

✔	 ✔	

e.g.	125I	prostate	
brachytherapy	
post-implant	CT	
images,	physician	
contours	

For	model-based	(MC)	dose	calculaSons,	need	model	of	
paSent	and	treatment:		How	to	develop	model?	



MC dose calcula'ons
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•  Voxelized	paSent	models	with	
detailed	source/applicator	models	
superimposed	=	Model-based	dose	
calculaSon	(TG-186)	

•  TG-43	or	“TG43sim”	calculaSons	
carried	out	(consistency):	sources	
in	water,	no	interseed	effects	

User manual for egs brachy1

A versatile and fast EGSnrc application for brachytherapy2

(author order to be decided) Marc J. P. Chamberland, Randle E. P. Taylor,3

D. W. O. Rogers, and Rowan M. Thomson4

Carleton Laboratory for Radiotherapy Physics, Department of Physics,5

Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 5B6, Canada6

Last edited 2017/03/06 at 11:48:257

CLRP Report XXX8
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Applica'ons

ApplicaSon	of	MC	dose	calculaSons	to	breast,	eye,	prostate	
brachytherapy	treatments	

• What	are	dose	differences	between	MBDCA/MC	and	TG43?	

•  Know	doses	more	accurately	–	so	what?	
•  Clinical	implicaSons	
•  Biological	outcomes	modelling	
•  ConnecSons	with	paSent	outcomes	

RM	Thomson	 22	



Breast: 103Pd brachytherapy

•  Permanent	breast	seed	implant	
(PBSI)	is	a	form	of	accelerated	parSal	
breast	irradaSon	

•  Treat	common	form	of	breast	cancer	
(Ductal	Carcinoma	In-Situ),	following	
breast-conserving	surgery	
(lumpectomy)	

•  Pioneered	10	years	ago	at	
Sunnybrook	-	Pignol	et	al,	IJROBP	64	
(2006)	

•  103Pd	seeds	

RM	Thomson	 23	

Miksys	et	al,	PMB	61	(2016)	

(a)

PTV

SKIN

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

(d) (g)

Figure 4.2: (a) Slice through one uncorrected breast patient CT image, showing seed
artifacts and contours (PTV, skin) for tissue assignment and dose metrics. The left
column is the same breast patient CT image after MAR application: (b) STR, (c) 3D
Median Filter, (d) virtual sinogram. The right column gives the difference between
the uncorrected and MAR CT image for (e) STR, (f) 3D Median filter and (g) virtual
sinogram. Images (a,b,c,d) use a window level of 150 HU and width of 700 HU to
emphasise original and residual artifacts. Images (e,f,g) use a window level of 0 HU
and width of 400 HU to emphasise any residual or new artifacts.

63



Breast: MC, TG43 comparison

•  Target:	doses	
overesSmated	with	TG43	
(D90:	10-30%),	possibility	
of	“cold	spots”	

•  Skin	(OAR):	doses	
underesSmated	with	
TG43	(D1cm3:	10-48%)	

RM	Thomson	 24	
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Figure 4.8: Calculated doses for one patient comparing “TG-43sim”, “Water” (dashed
line), “TG-186 Basic” and detailed Monte Carlo models. (a) Dose along the line
profile shown in Figure 4.3. (b) ”STR+Detailed2” / ”TG-43sim” showing the overall
difference between “TG-43sim” and one detailed Monte Carlo model. (c) “Water” /
“TG-43sim” showing interseed effects. (d) PTV and (e) skin DVHs.
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PTV	

Colour	wash	gives	raSo	of	doses:	detailed	Sssue	MC	/	TG43	

Skin	

Miksys	et	al,	PMB	61	(2016)	
Afsharpour	et	al,	PMB	55	(2010)	



Breast: Clinical implica'ons

•  RetrospecSve	study	of	140	PBSI	paSents	treated	at	
Sunnybrook	–	Mashouf	et	al,	IJROBP	94	(2016)	

•  “Inhomogeneity	CorrecSon	Factor”	(ICF)	applied	to	TG43	
(some	Sssue	effects,	no	interseed	a>enuSon)	

•  Target	volume	V100	is	19%	lower	with	ICF	than	TG43:	
possible	recurrence	risk,	underdose	(need	more	data)		

•  Skin	complicaSons	(desquamaSon,	erythema,	
telangiectasia)	–	be>er	predicSons	with	ICF	than	TG43	

à	Promise	of	MBDCAs:	idenSfy/disSnguish	inadequate	dose	
coverage	of	target	(may	be	missed	with	TG43);	improve	
predicSon	of	skin	toxicity	
•  More	research:	full	MBDCA,	prescripSon	dose	revision,	skin	
toxicity	thresholds	

RM	Thomson	 25	
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Breast: 'ssue composi'on uncertainty

Possible	confounding	factor	in	analyses	–	uncertainty	in	
Sssue	composiSons	

RM	Thomson	 27	
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assignment (figure 5(a)). Variations in the assignment of adipose and gland resulting from 
minor differences in CT number in the different post-MAR images yields dose distributions 
which are similar except for isolated voxels which can differ by tens of percent (figure 5(c)). 
Despite these local differences, which can be several Gray, the choice of MAR method has little 
effect on DVHs (figures 5(d) and (e)) and moderate effect on dose metrics (tables 5 and 6).  
In the PTV, with a fixed TAS, D90, V100, V200 and DHI vary between MAR methods by up 
to 6%, 2%, 10% and 9% respectively. In the skin, with a fixed TAS, the largest difference 
between the  D1 cm3 metric is 6%.

3.3.2. Tissue Assignment Scheme For the basic schemes which assign mixed adipose and 
gland tissue (‘TG-186 Basic’, ‘Simple’ and ‘Moderate’), local doses to individual voxels  
(figure 6(a)), DVHs (figures 6(d) and (e)) and metrics (tables 5 and 6) are typically within a 
few percent of each other (excluding results derived from uncorrected CT images). The ‘TG-
186’ scheme (which assigns a uniform literature-derived mass density to each tissue) produces 
results which are comparable to the ‘Simple’ scheme (which derives voxel mass density from 
CT number) even though the nominal density of 80Adipose-20Gland (0.96 g cm−3) is higher 
than the average PTV density observed for these patients ( ±0.913 0.018 g cm−3). Doses 

Figure 7. Doses calculated using virtual patient models which use alternative adipose, 
gland and skin compositions. ‘TG-43sim’ results are included as a basis of comparison. 
(a) Dose along the line profile shown in figure  3. (b) Dose ratio ‘STR+Alt1’ / 
‘STR+Alt2’ showing the effect of employing different tissue compositions. (c) PTV 
and (d) skin DVHs for one patient using the ‘STR’ MAR method and various tissue 
assignment schemes which employ different tissue compositions.
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Eye plaque brachytherapy

•  Plaque	containing	
radiocaSve	sources	(103Pd,	
125I)	is	temporarily	implanted	
adjacent	to	tumor;	removed	
3-7	days	later	

•  Posterior	(choroidal	
melanoma)	and	anterior	(iris	
melanoma)	

RM	Thomson	 28	

www.eyecancer.com
Shields	et	al,	Br	J	Ophthalmol	79	(1995).		



Eye: Plaque in water

RM	Thomson	 29	

103Pd	

Contours	give	percent	
difference	in	dose	for	
plaque	in	water	versus	
TG43:	
•  Differences	>20%	in	

tumour	and	normal	
ocular	structures	

•  90%	differences	
possible	at	opSc	
nerve	

Rivard	et	al,	Med	Phys	38	(2011);	Thomson	et	al	Med	Phys	35	(2008)		



Eye: Plaque and pa'ent models
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photon attenuation through the insert and reduced backscatter66

from the high Z backing).7 A planar air interface at the front67

of the eye and bone surrounding the eye have also been shown68

to affect dose in a water phantom.769

Given that eye plaque brachytherapy does not always70

achieve local tumor control and metastases or secondary ef-71

fects such as retinopathy, optical neuropathy, and cataracts8
72

may develop, accurate dosimetry for eye plaque brachyther-73

apy is essential. Despite research aimed at improving oc-74

ular brachytherapy dosimetry (see i.e., Chiu-Tsao et al.,575

Thomson et al.,7 and Rivard et al.9), the patient con-76

tinues to be treated as water-equivalent. With the devel-77

opment of techniques for advanced dose calculations for78

brachytherapy, full model-based dose calculations for ocu-79

lar brachytherapy which incorporate ocular geometry and me-80

dia compositions should be possible;10 however, these require81

an anatomically and compositionally realistic eye model.82

Some researchers have modeled simplified eye geometry for83

brachytherapy assuming water media,11 or have modeled eye84

geometry and partial composition for external beam therapy85

calculations12, 13 and other applications.14 The model used by86

Perrata14 includes mass densities and conductivities of ocu-87

lar structures but does not include their elemental composi-88

tions. The model used by Behrens et al.12, 13 includes elemen-89

tal compositions for certain ocular media; however, this model90

has no iris or tumor, the cornea and sclera are assigned the91

same composition, and the vitreous and aqueous are assumed92

water equivalent.93

In the present study, a geometrically and compositionally94

realistic three-dimensional voxelized model of the eye and95

surrounding tissues is developed and used for Monte Carlo96

dose calculations for eye plaque brachytherapy, focusing on97

the widely used COMS plaque. This study considers three98

photon-emitting radionuclides, 125I, 103Pd, and 131Cs, cur-99

rently used clinically for ocular brachytherapy9, 15, 16 to inves-100

tigate the effects of ocular media and surrounding tissues on101

radiation transport and energy deposition. Three main sim-102

ulation geometries are modeled: the brachytherapy seeds in103

water without interseed effects (i.e., a TG-43 simulation), the104

fully loaded COMS plaque in a water phantom, and the fully 105

loaded COMS plaque in our full eye model. Simulations that 106

replace the tumor with alternate media assignments and that 107

replace tissues surrounding the eye with water, with and with- 108

out an air interface, are also performed. As the anatomically 109

realistic eye model permits investigation of doses to volumes 110

within structures of interest, in addition to the current method 111

of reporting dose to points (in water), we investigate maxi- 112

mum, minimum, and average doses to various ocular struc- 113

tures, and compare these to doses at voxels of interest for the 114

three radionuclides modeled. 115

2. METHODS 116

Our study is composed of two parts: the development 117

of a representative computational model of the human eye 118

(Sec. 2.A), and Monte Carlo simulations that make use of 119

the representative eye model and other simulation geometries 120

(Sec. 2.B). 121

2.A. Development of a human eye model 122

Ocular geometry and composition vary within the popula- 123

tion; the eye model developed in this work is representative 124

of an adult eye and its surrounding tissues. The dimensions 125

and shapes of ocular structures selected for the model are 126

based on published literature (Sec. 2.A.1), as are the elemen- 127

tal compositions and densities for ocular media (Sec. 2.A.2). 128

Tissues surrounding the eye are modeled using a reference 129

computational phantom from the International Commission 130

on Radiological Protection (ICRP) (Sec. 2.A.3). 131

2.A.1. Dimensions and shapes of ocular structures 132

The computational model is developed for a right eye. 133

The coordinate system used in the present work, shown in 134

Fig. 1(a), has the eye centered at the origin, with the positive 135

y axis oriented in the superior direction, the positive x axis 136

oriented toward the anterior of the body (through the center 137

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Visualization of (a) bounding surfaces for our right eye model with ocular structures indicated and points of interest as follows: 1. eye center, 2. fovea,
3. near side of sclera, 4. tumor apex, 5. lens center, and 6. far side of sclera; and (b) plaque and seeds with the voxelized right eye model surrounded by media
from ICRP reference computational phantom (i.e., the full eye model). In both figures, the y axis is oriented in the superior direction, the x axis is directed toward
the anterior of the body, and the z axis points laterally to the right. The central (y = 0 cm) slice in the xz plane is shown in both (a) and (b); for (b) the voxel
centers in this slice lie at y = 0.025 cm as the voxel boundaries lie at y = 0 cm.
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FIG. 4. Isodose contours for (a) 125I, (b) 103Pd, and (c) 131Cs from TG-43 (dotted, DTG-43sim), plaque in water (dashed, Dw,w), and plaque in full eye model
(solid, Dm,m) simulations. The central slice in the xz plane is shown (voxel centers in this slice lie at y = 0.025 cm as voxel boundaries lie at y = 0 cm). Doses
in each simulation are normalized to deliver a dose of 85 Gy to the tumor apex in the TG-43 simulation for the corresponding radionuclide.

125I, and 131Cs, respectively, whereas Dm,m is larger than the517

dose for the plaque in water (Dw,w) by 5%, 8%, and 9%, re-518

spectively, at the tumor apex (Table II). The minimum Dm,m in519

the tumor volume is within 1% for 125I and 131Cs and 2% for520

103Pd of the dose to its apex in all simulation geometries (as521

expected since the apex is the furthest point from the plaque).522

3.B.2. Lens523

For the lens, Dm,m is generally lower than DTG-43sim and524

Dw,w (Figs. 4 and 5). From Table II, average Dm,m to the lens525

is lower than the average DTG-43sim to the lens by 34%, 29%,526

and 28% for 103Pd, 125I, and 131Cs, respectively, and is lower527

than the average lens Dw,w by 13%–14% for all three radionu-528

clides. The lower dose in the lens medium compared with the529

two water simulations occurs as a result of the ocular media530

effects discussed in Sec. 3.A.2. In general, doses are lowest531

for 103Pd and highest for 131Cs.532

Dose to the center of the lens is lower than the average533

dose to the lens in all simulation geometries (Dm,m, DTG-43sim,534

and Dw,w) by 9%, 7%, and 6% for 103Pd, 125I, and 131Cs, re-535

spectively (Table II). In all simulation geometries, the maxi-536

mum dose to the lens is roughly twice the dose at center of537

lens for all radionuclides. As the lens is a radiosensitive struc-538

ture, the maximum dose may be important and its value is539

not evident from dose reporting to the central voxel. Further-540

more, research suggests that the most radiosensitive cells lie541

in the germinative epithelium of the lens (in the lens’ equato-542

rial region near its anterior face)43 rather than at the center of543

the lens.544

3.B.3. Vitreous545

For the vitreous region, the average Dm,m is closer to that546

for Dw,w than for DTG-43sim: average Dm,m is 22%, 14%, and547

12% less than the average DTG-43sim, and 2%, 4%, and 4%548

more than the average Dw,w for 103Pd, 125I, and 131Cs, respec-549

tively (Table II). The dose to the center of the eye is not rep-550

resentative of the average dose to the vitreous; the dose at the551

eye’s center is lower than the average dose to the vitreous by552

5%–7% for the 131Cs simulations, 7%–9% for the 125I sim- 553

ulations and 8%–13% for the 103Pd simulations (where the 554

highest values within the presented ranges correspond with 555

the TG-43 simulations and the lowest values correspond to 556

simulations with the plaque in water). Saccadic rotations of 557

the eye cause vitreous mixing; due to the complexity of vitre- 558

ous flow44 and the shorter timescales of mixing compared to 559

treatment times, maximum and minimum calculated doses to 560

this structure may not be representative of the true values. 561

3.B.4. Sclera 562

As the near side of the sclera is directly adjacent to the 563

plaque and has a single voxel thickness, the fluence in the 564

voxels adjacent to the plaque is similar for the plaque in water 565

and the full eye model simulations. Hence, the difference be- 566

tween Dm,m and Dw,w (Table II) is roughly given by the ratio 567

of mass energy absorption coefficients of the sclera medium 568

to water (averaged over the appropriate photon energy spec- 569

trum). Average scleral Dm,m and Dw,w differ slightly more be- 570

cause voxels further from the plaque experience differences 571

in fluence due to radiation transport through ocular media as 572

opposed to water. 573

The sclera has a large range of doses and the aver- 574

age dose is considerably different than the maximum dose 575

(Table II). Comparison of the maximum scleral dose to the 576

relevant voxel of interest at the near side of the sclera [as 577

shown in Fig. 1(a)] in all simulation geometries (DTG-43sim, 578

Dw,w, and Dm,m) indicates a 12% difference for 131Cs, 15% 579

for 125I, and 10%–11% for 103Pd due to seed arrangement (no 580

seed positioned at the plaque’s center); the minimum scle- 581

ral dose and the dose at the furthest scleral voxel from the 582

plaque are within 5% of each other for all simulations and all 583

radionuclides. 584

3.B.5. Optic nerve 585

For the optic nerve, the maximum Dm,m is smaller than 586

the maximum DTG-43sim by 37% for 103Pd, 27% for 125I , and 587

26% for 131Cs. The maximum optic nerve Dw,w and Dm,m are 588
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Colour	isodose	lines:	
-Do>ed:	TG43	
-Dashed:	plaque	in	water	
-Solid:	plaque	and	paSent	models	

à	Considerable	dose	differences	between	full	model	and	TG43	



Eye: Clinical implica'ons
•  Plaque	therapy	effecSve	–	local	control	in	90%	of	paSents	
•  RadiaSon-induced	injury	not	uncommon:	

•  Necessitated	enucleaSon	in	5%	of	cases	
•  3	years	aner	brachytherapy,	49%	of	paSents	had	lost	6	or	
more	lines	of	visual	acuity	from	baseline	(radiaSon	toxicity	to	
reSna	or	opSc	nerve)	

CollaboraSve	Ocular	Melanoma	Study	(COMS)	Group,	Arch	Ophthalmol	124	
(2006);	Melia	et	al,	Ophthalmology	108	(2001).		

High	rate	of	local	control	&	relaSvely	high	rate	of	toxicity	à	more	
favourable	therapeuSc	raSo	with	lower	radiaSon	dose?		Perez	et	al,	
IJROBP	89,	127–136	(2014).		
•  All	studies	to	date	have	employed	TG43	(large	dose	errors;	
inconsistencies	with	different	plaque	models)	

•  Use	MBDCA/MC	to	help	understand	treatment	outcomes;	
improve	plaque	design.	

RM	Thomson	 31	
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Prostate: 125I brachytherapy

•  Permanent	implant	prostate	
brachytherapy	(125I)	commonly-used	
for	low	and	intermediate	risk	prostate	
cancer	

•  Recent	dosimetric	and	radiobiological	
analyses:		Centre	Hospitalier	et	
Universitaire	(CHU)	de	Quebec,	613	
paSents	treated	(2003	to	2012)						
Miksys	et	al,	IJROBP	97	(2017);	Miksys	et	al,	Med.	
Phys.	(under	review).	
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Prostate: Pa'ent with large calcifica'on
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Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity of MC dose calculations to simulated tissue
composition and the calcification modelling approach as-
sumptions are presented in Figure 4 for select DVH dose
metrics. Modelling alternate urethra, rectum, and bladder tis-
sues (Fig. 4a-d) results in negligible differences for the target
doses. However, substituting alternate elemental compositions
within the OARs changes doses proportionally to the mass
energy absorption coefficients of the substituted tissues.

For noncalcified patients, the calcification modelling
approach has a marginal effect on the doses (Fig. 4e-h),

except for Mix, because a lower density threshold differen-
tiates prostate tissue frommixed tissues, causing somevoxels
assigned as prostate withMCref to be assigned to 80P20C.

Considerable differences to the target DVH metrics
occur in calcified patients when modifying the calcification
modelling approach (Fig. 4e-h). Decreasing the amount of
modelled calcification increases dose metrics, on average.
P increases D90 by 4.2% and Mix increases D90 by 1.3%,
because a greater fraction of bulk calcification is modelled
as mixed tissue. Simplifying the model by assigning only
pure prostate or calcification tissue, PC, decreases D90 by
1.2%, on average, because the voxels modelled as 50P50C

Example 1: 1.52cm3 calcification

Example 2: 0.32cm3 calcification

Example 3: No visible calcification
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Example 1: D90 %∆ = -24.4%

Example 2: D90 %∆ = -9.5%

Example 3: D90 %∆ = -5.9%
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Fig. 2. Examples of 3 patients with (a, d) large-size, (b, e) intermediate-size, and (c, f) no visible calcifications. (a-c) Voxel-
by-voxel percent difference of dose with positive (negative) values, indicating that the doses are higher (lower) with
MCref compared with TG43sim (simulated {AAPM} TG-43 conditions). (d-f) Corresponding differential target volume
dose-volume histograms for MCref and TG43sim.

Volume 97 ! Number 3 ! 2017 Monte Carlo dosimetric study for PIPB 611

•  MC	yields	relaSvely	greater	doses	to	calcificaSons	and	lower	
doses	(possibly	>	50%)	to	regions	about	calcificaSons.			

à Possibility	of	clinically	underdosed	volume	



Prostate: ‘Average’ pa'ent
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Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity of MC dose calculations to simulated tissue
composition and the calcification modelling approach as-
sumptions are presented in Figure 4 for select DVH dose
metrics. Modelling alternate urethra, rectum, and bladder tis-
sues (Fig. 4a-d) results in negligible differences for the target
doses. However, substituting alternate elemental compositions
within the OARs changes doses proportionally to the mass
energy absorption coefficients of the substituted tissues.

For noncalcified patients, the calcification modelling
approach has a marginal effect on the doses (Fig. 4e-h),

except for Mix, because a lower density threshold differen-
tiates prostate tissue frommixed tissues, causing somevoxels
assigned as prostate withMCref to be assigned to 80P20C.

Considerable differences to the target DVH metrics
occur in calcified patients when modifying the calcification
modelling approach (Fig. 4e-h). Decreasing the amount of
modelled calcification increases dose metrics, on average.
P increases D90 by 4.2% and Mix increases D90 by 1.3%,
because a greater fraction of bulk calcification is modelled
as mixed tissue. Simplifying the model by assigning only
pure prostate or calcification tissue, PC, decreases D90 by
1.2%, on average, because the voxels modelled as 50P50C
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Example 1: D90 %∆ = -24.4%

Example 2: D90 %∆ = -9.5%

Example 3: D90 %∆ = -5.9%
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Fig. 2. Examples of 3 patients with (a, d) large-size, (b, e) intermediate-size, and (c, f) no visible calcifications. (a-c) Voxel-
by-voxel percent difference of dose with positive (negative) values, indicating that the doses are higher (lower) with
MCref compared with TG43sim (simulated {AAPM} TG-43 conditions). (d-f) Corresponding differential target volume
dose-volume histograms for MCref and TG43sim.
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•  “Average”	paSent:	D90	is	5.9%	lower	with	MC	than	TG43	



Prostate: cohort doses
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•  D90	is	5.9%	lower	with	MC	than	TG43	
•  Considerable	variaSon	in	D90	values	over	paSent	cohort:			

•  50%	of	paSents	have	D90	between	127	and	162	Gy;		
•  95%	of	paSents	have	D90	between		85	to	204	Gy.	

Results

Large patient cohort

Across the 613-patient cohort, the MCref and TG43sim
average DVHs are similar to each other for each of the
target, urethra, rectum and bladder, with the MCref curves
a few percent lower (Fig. 1). Large interpatient variations in
DVHs are calculated using both MCref and TG43sim. The
target D90 calculated with MCref varies from 126.7 to
161.6 Gy in 50% of patients and from 84.7 to 203.5 Gy in
95% of patients.

In each contoured volume and across all patients,
average percent differences (%Dav) between MCref and
TG43sim dose metrics range from 0% to 12%, with a
standard deviation, %Dstd, of 2% to 7%, with variations for
different metrics (Table 2). In the target, the MCref D90 is
5.9% lower than with TG43sim, on average; however,
considerable variation exists between patients, with 68%
having a D90 difference of 4.3% to 7.5%. In the OARs,
the differences are typically less substantial, with the
MCref and TG43sim metrics generally within 6%, on
average.

Figure 2 illustrates the local dose differences in 3 cases:
1 patient with a large calcification (example 1), 1 patient
with an intermediate-size calcification (example 2), and 1
patient with no visible calcification (example 3). The local
dose differences in the target and beyond are often more

than 15% lower with MCref than with TG43sim. In pa-
tients with calcifications, MCref yields relatively greater
doses to calcifications and lower doses (occasionally by
over 50%) to regions surrounding the calcifications that
might correspond to a clinically relevant underdosed vol-
ume. Abrupt changes in the voxel %D exist at the boundary
of each contoured volume (target, rectum, and bladder) and
tissue heterogeneity (calcification, bone) due to the change
in mass energy absorption coefficients between the simu-
lated tissues. The dose metrics for these example cases are
listed in Table 2.

Of the 613 PIPB patients, 10.6% have visually identified
prostatic calcifications. Calcifications decrease the target
D90 and V100 by several percent, with higher target calci-
fication fractions having the largest differences (Fig. 3a).
Generally, the target D90 calculated with MCref and
TG43sim are well correlated; however, outliers exist and
are generally found in patients with larger calcifications
(Fig. 3b).

Dose homogeneity varies considerably across the 613
patients (MCref: 0.13-0.58, TG43sim: 0.11-0.54 in 95%
of patients). DHI is, on average, 12% greater with
MCref than with TG43sim, indicating that TG43 over-
estimates heterogeneity despite modelling the entire
volume as uniform density water. Highly heterogeneous
target dose distributions (low DHI) correlate with
higher dose metrics in the target and urethra volumes
(Fig. 3c).

Table 2 Dose metrics evaluated with MCref and TG43sim for 613 patients and 3 example cases (Fig. 2)

Target Urethra Rectum Bladder

D90

(Gy)
D99

(Gy)
V100

(%)
V200

(%)
D5

(Gy)
D30

(Gy)
V100

(%)
D0.1cm3

(Gy)
D2cm3

(Gy)
D30

(Gy)
D0.1cm3

(Gy)
D5

(Gy)
D30

(Gy)

Overall results from 613 patients
MCref 144.1 94.6 88.2 30.0 271.4 222.2 83.4 176.3 97.5 42.8 221.8 120.1 54.9
TG43sim 152.6 101.3 90.4 33.4 283.4 232.8 86.0 185.6 102.8 44.2 219.2 119.7 56.0
%Dav !5.9 !7.2 !2.6 !11.5 !4.4 !4.7 !5.7 !5.2 !5.4 !3.2 1.3 0.4 !2.1
%Dstd 1.6 2.5 1.7 3.2 1.8 1.9 6.5 1.8 1.7 5.3 1.8 1.5 2.0
IQR(MCref) 34.9 32.2 9.8 14.7 93.2 56.6 19.8 73.6 34.8 16.7 99.8 38.6 22.0
IQR(TG43sim) 36.6 33.8 9.2 16.9 97.5 58.6 17.7 76.0 36.8 18.4 98.9 38.5 22.1

Example case 1: 1.52 cm3 calcification
MCref 110.4 72.4 73.3 19.7 230.8 182.6 79.1 121.4 64.6 25.1 224.6 97.9 34.9
TG43sim 137.4 98.4 87.6 22.7 267.3 223.8 93.2 152.5 81.8 31.8 229.2 99.7 38.7
%D !24.4 !35.9 !19.4 !15.5 !15.8 !22.6 !17.8 !25.6 !26.6 !26.6 !2.1 !1.8 !10.9

Example case 2: 0.32 cm3 calcification
MCref 84.9 54.5 61.7 13.6 190.3 168.7 59.8 86.9 54.4 21.7 86.2 45.2 19.3
TG43sim 92.9 60.5 68.4 15.2 203.7 183.3 68.4 94.1 58.6 23.5 87.0 44.4 20.6
%D !9.5 !11.0 !10.8 !12.1 !7.1 !8.6 !14.4 !8.3 !7.6 !8.5 !0.9 1.9 !7.0

Example case 3: no CT visible calcification
MCref 114.2 73.5 79.1 20.5 193.6 162.0 59.0 99.4 62.4 27.2 247.0 141.1 70.4
TG43sim 120.9 78.4 82.0 22.6 201.2 167.3 62.0 105.0 66.7 29.5 254.6 141.3 71.9
%D !5.9 !6.8 !3.6 !10.1 !4.0 !3.3 !5.2 !5.6 !6.9 !8.4 !3.1 !0.1 !2.1

Abbreviations: %D Z percent difference; %Dav Z average percent difference; %Dstd Z standard deviation of percent differences; CT Z computed
tomography; D90 Z minimum radiation dose delivered to 90% of the prostate volume; IQR(MCref) Z interquartile range of MCref absolute doses;
IQR(TG43sim) Z interquartile range of TG43sim absolute doses; TG43sim Z simulated {AAPM} TG-43 conditions; V100 Z volume of prostate
receiving at least 100% of the prescription dose.

Miksys et al. International Journal of Radiation Oncology " Biology " Physics610



Prostate: radiobiological models

•  Goal	of	radiobiological	
modelling:	provide	insight	by	
accounSng	for	biological	
response	to	radiotherapy	

•  Previous	work	with	TG43	
• We	invesSgated	coupling	of	
paSent-specific	MC	dose	
calculaSons	with	biological	dose	
and	tumour	control	probability	
models	

RM	Thomson	 37	

e-	

γ	

N.	Miksys,	et	al,	Med	Phys	(under	review)	

h>ps://elcaminogmi.dnadirect.com/img/content/
common/cellsToDNA.gif	



What is biological dose?

Represents	Sssue-specific	biological	response	to	radiaSon	damage	
over	protracted	radiotherapy	treatments.	

QuanSfied	via	“Biologically	EffecSve	Dose”	(BED)*:	
BED	[Gy]	=	Dose	[Gy]	X	RelaSve	EffecSveness	[dimensionless]	
•  Related	to	(the	logarithm	of	the)	surviving	fracSon	of	cells	
•  Predict/assess	damage	of	a	parScular	treatment	
•  Equivalent	Uniform	BED	(EUBED)	accounts	for	spaSal	dose	
variaSons	in	target	

Tumour	Control	Probability	(TCP)	describes	likelihood	of	a	treatment	
to	be	curaSve	

RM	Thomson	 38	

*Fowler,	Br	J	Radiol	62	(1989)	



Prostate: Radiobiological model parameters

•  Considerable	uncertainty	in	parameters	within	populaSon,	
unknown	for	parScular	paSent	

•  Nath	et	al,	AAPM	Report	TG-137	(2009)	
RM	Thomson	 39	

TABLE I. Radiobiological model parameters assumed in this study, generally from TG-137 [4]. b

and d are from Zaider and Minerbo [6].

Parameter Reference Value

Single-hit radiosensitivity: α 0.15 Gy−1

Double-hit radiosensitivity: β 0.05 Gy−2

I-125 half life: t1/2 59.4 days

I-125 decay constant: λ 0.01167 days−1

Tumour potential doubling time: Tpot 42 days

Effective tumour repopulation rate: γ 0.0165 days−1

Repair half-life: TR1/2 0.01125 days

Sub lethal repair constant: µ 61.61 days−1

Initial number of cancer cells: N0 106

Cell birth rate: b 0.066 days−1

Cell death rate: d 0.033 days−1

Eq. (1) and assumed a uniform delivery of the patient-specific D90, whereas Ling et al. [13]105

assumed a uniform delivery of D99.106

Eq. (3) assumes dose rate (R0) is constant throughout the target volume, which is untrue107

for low-energy brachytherapy dose distributions. Accounting for dose rate is important when108

modelling biological response since cells require time to repair damage and repopulate. In109

fact, with no cell proliferation and instantaneous cell repair, BED simplifies to the total110

physical dose. Ling et al. [13] showed that accounting for dose rate may change the biological111

dose by up to 70% and proposed a method to account for non-uniform dose distributions by112

evaluating BED separately for each isodose volume, which may be determined from the bins113

of a differential dose volume histogram (dDVH). The equivalent uniform BED (EUBED) is114

defined as115

EUBED(Teff ) =
−1

α
ln

(

∑

i

νie
−αBEDi

)

, (5)116

where νi is the fraction of the target volume which receives the isodose, and the sum of all νi117

is 1. EUBED has been supported by TG-137 [4] and implemented by several investigators118

[13–17].119

6



Prostate - radiobiology: What did we do?

•  Compare	biological	doses	and	TCPs	calculated	from	full	MC	
and	TG-43	dose	calculaSons	

•  IdenSfy	limitaSons	and	suggest	(3)	extensions	to	improve	
standard	radiobiological	models	based	on	new	
consideraSons	related	to	full	Sssue	MC	dose	calculaSons	

Biological	dose	
à		11	models	

Tumour	control	
probability	
à	2	models	

TG43	

MC	

613	PaSents:	



Prostate: Low doses within target

•  CalculaSons	of	EUBED	are	highly	sensiSve	to	low	doses	in	
treatment	volume	–	can	yield	TCP	near	zero	(not	consistent	
with	clinical	outcomes)	

•  To	circumvent	this,	previous	studies	using	TG-43	doses	
removed/omi>ed	low	doses	in	target	(<D99*;	<	110	Gy	**)!		

RM	Thomson	 41	
*Ling	et	al,	IJROBP	28	(1994);	**King	et	al,	IJROBP	46	(2000).				



Prostate: Low doses within target

•  CalculaSons	of	EUBED	are	highly	sensiSve	to	low	doses	in	
treatment	volume	–	can	yield	TCP	near	zero	(not	consistent	
with	clinical	outcomes)	

•  To	circumvent	this,	previous	studies	using	TG-43	doses	
removed/omi>ed	low	doses	in	target	(<D99*;	<	110	Gy	**)!		

•  RaSonale:	low	doses	typically	exist	near	the	periphery	of	
treatment	volume	and	subjecSve	contouring	should	not	
significantly	affect	the	EUBED/TCP	calculaSons.	
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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*Ling	et	al,	IJROBP	28	(1994);	**King	et	al,	IJROBP	46	(2000).				
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Prostate: Low doses within target

•  CalculaSons	of	EUBED	are	highly	sensiSve	to	low	doses	in	
treatment	volume	–	can	yield	TCP	near	zero	(not	consistent	
with	clinical	outcomes)	

•  To	circumvent	this,	previous	studies	using	TG-43	doses	
removed/omi>ed	low	doses	in	target	(<D99*;	<	110	Gy	**)!		

•  RaSonale:	low	doses	typically	exist	near	the	periphery	of	
treatment	volume	and	subjecSve	contouring	should	not	
significantly	affect	the	EUBED/TCP	calculaSons.	
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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MC	

NOT	TRUE	
	with	MC!	

Example	1	 Example	2	
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FIG. 3. Biological doses and TCPs evaluated for 613 permanent implant prostate brachytherapy

retrospective MCDmm (black) and TG43sim (blue) Monte Carlo dose calculations. Box plots

represent median and 50th percentile range, whiskers extend to 95th percentile, crosses are outliers

and and dots represent distribution mean. The TCPs in the lower panel correspond to the biological

doses along the aligned x-axis in the top panel. Mean and standard deviation of biological doses for

the entire patient cohort, as well as two subsets, are given in Table 1 of Supplementary Materials.

16

		

		

		

Some	results	Biological	dose	

Tumour	Control	Probability	

Box	and	whiskers	plots:	
-box	plots	represent	median	
and	50th	percenSle	range	
-whiskers	extend	to	95th	
percenSle	
-crosses	are	outliers	
-dots	are	mean	
	
Lower	plot	gives	TCP	
corresponding	to	Biological	
dose	in	upper	plot	
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FIG. 3. Biological doses and TCPs evaluated for 613 permanent implant prostate brachytherapy

retrospective MCDmm (black) and TG43sim (blue) Monte Carlo dose calculations. Box plots

represent median and 50th percentile range, whiskers extend to 95th percentile, crosses are outliers

and and dots represent distribution mean. The TCPs in the lower panel correspond to the biological

doses along the aligned x-axis in the top panel. Mean and standard deviation of biological doses for

the entire patient cohort, as well as two subsets, are given in Table 1 of Supplementary Materials.

16

		 BEDNR	–	Simplest:		
•  uniform	D90	dose,	no	
repopulaSon	

•  BEDNR	esSmates	for	MC	
and	TG43	differ	by	about	
the	same	amount	as	
physical	dose	(~6%)	

•  Corresponding	TCP	
populaSon	mean/median	
near	1.	

		

		

Some	results	Biological	dose	

Tumour	Control	Probability	
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FIG. 3. Biological doses and TCPs evaluated for 613 permanent implant prostate brachytherapy

retrospective MCDmm (black) and TG43sim (blue) Monte Carlo dose calculations. Box plots

represent median and 50th percentile range, whiskers extend to 95th percentile, crosses are outliers

and and dots represent distribution mean. The TCPs in the lower panel correspond to the biological

doses along the aligned x-axis in the top panel. Mean and standard deviation of biological doses for

the entire patient cohort, as well as two subsets, are given in Table 1 of Supplementary Materials.

16

		
EUBED>0Gy:	non-uniform	
dose	over	target,	no	low	
dose	rejecSon	
•  Corresponding	TCP	
esSmates	are	low.	
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FIG. 3. Biological doses and TCPs evaluated for 613 permanent implant prostate brachytherapy

retrospective MCDmm (black) and TG43sim (blue) Monte Carlo dose calculations. Box plots

represent median and 50th percentile range, whiskers extend to 95th percentile, crosses are outliers

and and dots represent distribution mean. The TCPs in the lower panel correspond to the biological

doses along the aligned x-axis in the top panel. Mean and standard deviation of biological doses for

the entire patient cohort, as well as two subsets, are given in Table 1 of Supplementary Materials.
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EUBED>110Gy:	non-uniform	
dose	over	target,	retain	
doses	>110	Gy	
•  Many	doses	omi>ed/
rejected	

•  TCP	esSmates	increase	
relaSve	to	EUBED>0Gy	
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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FIG. 3. Biological doses and TCPs evaluated for 613 permanent implant prostate brachytherapy

retrospective MCDmm (black) and TG43sim (blue) Monte Carlo dose calculations. Box plots

represent median and 50th percentile range, whiskers extend to 95th percentile, crosses are outliers

and and dots represent distribution mean. The TCPs in the lower panel correspond to the biological

doses along the aligned x-axis in the top panel. Mean and standard deviation of biological doses for

the entire patient cohort, as well as two subsets, are given in Table 1 of Supplementary Materials.
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FIG. 2. Two example patients with calcifications (a-i and j-r) illustrating the low dose voxels

identified by different EUBED models (Table II) using MCDmm and TG43sim dose calculations

(corresponding to Figure 1). Black is the target volume, and shades of grey are different tissues

assigned in the MCDmm virtual patient model. (a,b,j,k) EUBED>D99: rejected doses below D99

in red. (c,d,l,m) EUBED>110Gy : rejected doses below 110 Gy in red. (e,f,n,o) EUBED>110Gy+Edge,

(g,h,p,q) EUBED>110Gy+Ca, (i,r) EUBED110Gy+LR: rejected doses below 110 Gy in red, and those

identified as low doses to preserve in green (greens are rejected by EUBED>110Gy). Calculated

EUBEDs and TCPs for these example patients are in Table III.
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FIG. 3. Biological doses and TCPs evaluated for 613 permanent implant prostate brachytherapy

retrospective MCDmm (black) and TG43sim (blue) Monte Carlo dose calculations. Box plots

represent median and 50th percentile range, whiskers extend to 95th percentile, crosses are outliers

and and dots represent distribution mean. The TCPs in the lower panel correspond to the biological

doses along the aligned x-axis in the top panel. Mean and standard deviation of biological doses for

the entire patient cohort, as well as two subsets, are given in Table 1 of Supplementary Materials.
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Prostate: TCP

•  TCPs	calculated	with	either	MC	or	TG43	(ranging	from	0	and	
100%)	do	NOT	accurately	reflect	paSent	outcomes.	

•  Outcomes:		
•  5	to	10	year	biochemical	failure	free	survival	rates	are	
85%	to	90% 	MarSn	et	al,	IJROBP	67,	334-341	(2007);	Zebentout	
et	al,	Cancer	radiotherapie	14,	183-188	(2010);	Hinnen	et	al,	IJROBP	76	
(2010);	Merrick	et	al,	IJROBP	65	(2006).		

•  Analysis	started	for	this	paSent	cohort.	

à	Need	to	re-asses	radiobiological	model	parameter	
values	(e.g.	α,	β)	to	obtain	results	consistent	with	clinical	
observaSon	
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Prostate: Outcomes analysis

•  Treatment	failures:	
•  Insights	into	treatment	failures	from	more	accurate	(MC)		
dose	distribuSons?	(cold	spots?)	

•  Biopsy	data	from	different	parts	of	the	prostate	à	spaSal	
tumour	cell	density	in	relaSon	to	dose	distribuSon	

•  Can	we	correlate	doses	with	clinical	endpoints?	Local	
control;	normal	Sssue	damage	

•  Limited	sample	sizes	à	pool	data	from	mulSple	
insStuSons?		InsStuSonal	differences,	e.g.,	mean	D90:	

TOHCC:	138.3	Gy	[TG43];	134.2	Gy	[MC]	
CHUQ:			152.6	Gy	[TG43];	144.1	Gy	[MC]		

TOHCC	=	The	O>awa	Hospital	Cancer	Centre	-	Haidari	(CU-MSc),	Miksys,	
Cygler	et	al,	in	preparaSon	
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Summary

“the	majority	of	our	radiotherapy	strategies	were	derived	by	
empirical	opSmizaSon	of	clinical	experience	performed	with	
inferior	technologies.”		Chapman	&	Nahum,	2015	

•  Today,	focused	on	“new”	technology	of	advanced	model-
based	(MC)	dose	calculaSons	for	brachytherapy	

•  ApplicaSons	in	breast,	ocular,	prostate	cancers	
•  Demonstrated	differences	between	tradiSonal,	TG-43	
approach	and	full-Sssue	MC	of	a	few	percent	to	90%	

•  Possibility	of	clinically-underdosed	volumes	within	target	
that	would	be	missed	with	TG-43	

•  OpportuniSes	for	collaboraSon	in	many	areas:	from	
implementaSon	of	MBDC	to	outcomes	modelling/analyses	
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Challenges, ongoing/future research

•  ImplementaSon	of	MBDCA/MC:	accuracy	of	paSent	
model,	Sssue	elemental	composiSons			

•  Outcomes	modelling:	
•  Shortcomings	in	(analySc)	radiobiological	models,	uncertainty	
in	parameters	(ex:	prostate)	

•  Other	approaches	–	data-driven	(phenomenological,	
staSsScal)		

•  Treatment	evaluaSon:		
•  PaSent	numbers		
•  InsStuSonal	differences	(ex:	eye	plaque	design,	prostate	
implant	technique,	paSent	selecSon)	

•  New	treatment	approaches	(ex:	nanodevices)	

à	PotenSal	for	impact	on	paSent	well-being,	costs	
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Thanks

rthomson@physics.carleton.ca	

www.physics.carleton.ca/~rthomson	
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